Thursday April 25

Public Talk by Professor Dong Wu
"The Myth of Taiji (Tai Chi)"

Time: 6-7pm
Location: Cybertorium of IST Building, Penn State University

Grand Master Dong Wu:
Associate Professor and the Vice Director of Chinese Martial Arts College of the renowned Beijing Sports University
He is the author of 16 textbooks on Taiji Quan and Taiji Sword in Chinese and English

Started training at age 6 in traditional Chinese martial arts - Shaolin, Pigua, Tongbei, Chuojiao, Baji, Xingyi, Taiji, Bagua, etc.

Champion in Broadsword, Southern Shaolin, Chen Style Taiji, Sun Style Taiji, Taiji Straightsword, and Taiji pushhands

Coached Chinese martial arts of all styles for over twenty years:
Training top winners in China National Championships
Trainer of professional teams
Workshops all over the world - USA, Japan, Australia, and

Lecture sponsored by Taiji Club of PSU,
The Confucius Institute of Penn State University
History of the Chinese Martial Arts class in the Asian Studies Department
For information about Taiji and Advanced Technology for Smart Health Symposium on April 26 visit
http://vision.cse.psu.edu/taiji.htm